This paper proposes new generalized D-state-observers as new minimum-order flux state-observers for sensorless drive of permanent-magnet synchronous motors. The proposed generalized D-state-observers, which are established by a new approach using filters in the D-module, contain the conventional D-state-observer as a special case, and the associated observer gain also contains the conventional one for the conventional D-state-observer as a special case. Consequently, The proposed generalized D-state-observers provide designers with higher degree of design flexibility. In addition, for the generalized D-state-observers, this paper presents a new analysis about estimation error of rotor flux fundamental component due to rotor flux harmonics originating from non-sinusoidal magnetization, which has been remaining as an unsolved problem so far. It is analytically shown and verified by numerical experiments that harmonics appear on the flux estimate in a similar manner to the original rotor flux harmonics from viewpoints of rotor phase error.
φ i is flux caused by stator current, ω γ is the speed of reference frame where the D-state-observer is constructed, and ω c is a design parameter of positive value. Fig. 1 illustrates block diagrams of above two D-state-observers, which show how to realize the observers.
One of typical selections of design parameter ω c is a positive constant. In this selection, the observer gain turns out to be speed varying. Another selection is speed varying such as ω c = |ω 2n |g; g = const > 0 For the above selection, the associated observer gain results in a constant matrix such as G = I − sgn(ω 2n )gJ; g = const > 0.
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